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R-PAS kit

Complete self-contained breathing apparatus with carrying case
Technical specifications
� Efficient load distribution
Incorporating new materials that are shaped and
formed to provide maximum comfort on both the
shoulders and the waist, the carrying system of this
SCBA has been developed to reduce back strain,
stress, and fatigue. The carrying system features
an ultra-lightweight, high-strength carbon
composite carrier-frame for excellent impact,
heat, and chemical resistance. The innovative
harness design ensures excellent weight distribution.

� Integrated hose design

Product description
Designed for industrial applications where a simple, robust, and
easy-to-use breathing apparatus is required, the R-PAS® kit
combines reliability, comfort and performance.
Composed by the latest generation of self-contained breathing
apparatus and its rugged carrying case, the R-PAS® kit is an
all-in-one solution for any situation with potential risk of oxygen
deficiency or presence of toxic gas.

Both the air supply and gauge hoses are
mounted into the back carrier-frame, thus
reducing the risk of snagging and entanglement.
T h i s
enables the user to change the hose position from one side to the
other to suit individual preference.

� Safety, comfort and large field of view
The distortion-free lens with 180° wide
angle ensures a large field of view with
excellent panoramic vision.
A double-layer face seal and triple edge
sealing provide a secure and comfortable
fit for virtually any face morphology.

Well-suited for use in explosive atmospheres (ATEX zone) and
compliant with the EN 137-2 standard (firefighting equipment) it
can also be used for firefighting operations.

The mask body is made from
durable
EPDM,
providing
high-level comfort even on
prolonged operations.

Rubber fireproof fabric
provides resistance
to chemicals
and solid grip

The mask is delivereded with a dedicated bag to avoid
any scratches or shock while being carried in the case.

Lightweight, anti-static
and resistant to impact

Lightweight and
fireproof buckles

Rubber gauge cover
provides impact protection

Hard-wearing and
fireproof adjusting straps

� Extremely resistant and easy to clean
The lightweight and robust compressed air cylinder is made of
light steel and features an EN tap.
It is compliant with the 3 years periodical
inspection and 10 years reclassification statutory
regulation.

� Transportable ready to use kit
The carrying case is orange for easy identification. It contains all the SCBA components
including the connected and ready to use compressed air cylinder.
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